The problem is considered of stopping a peat-moor fire by digging a trench around it with a bulldozer and. in panicular, the question how large the digging speed must be in order to contain a fire of given extension and spreading speed. The treattnent of the problem is intended to serve educational purposes, and show the use, on an elementary level, of dimensional analysis, geometry of curves, and differential equations.
Introduction
Peat-moor fires are slow burning and confined to the dry upper layer of the soil. A method of fighting such fires could be the removal of the layer of burnable material in a strip around the fire. The question then arises whether this can be done quickly enough to prevent the fire from escaping or, stated otherwise, whether one can dig fast enough to get around the fire eventually. In case it is possible to contain the fire one can further ask how one should choose the shape of the strip dug by the bulldozer in order to minimize the area that will be burned ultimately or the time needed to contain the fire This problem has served in a discussion on dimensional analysis during a course in mathematical . modelling for undergraduate students, and it is by dimensional considerations indeed that a partial solution can be obtained. It turned out, however, that the geometrical and analytical features of the problem are of sufficient interest to be given some attention as well.
In the following we shall first set up a mathematical model for the spreading of the fire, the influence of wind, and the digging action of the bulldozer. Next we derive some global results on the fire fighting by applying dimensional analysis and, more generally, by applying the scale transformations underlying the latter. In particular we shall prove that the possibility to contain the fire does not depend on the time during which the fire has already been burning. Then for the special case that the fire is spreading with the same speed in all directions we shall show that a digging speed of only 2.6 . .. times the speed of the fire is sufficient to contain the fire by the simple strategy of digging along the fire front. Also expressions for the area burned and the time needed to contain the fire will be derived for this strategy. The derivation involves the geometry of curves, in particular involutes, and the theory of functional differential equations on an elementary level.
Finally, two other strategies are considered and compared to the one just mentioned.
The model
Two quantities play a major role in the sequel: the speed u of the bulldozer and the speed v at which the fire front advances. To define the latter consider a fire front at some instant of time and let P be a point of this front. After a short time !1t, say, the front will have moved a bit and the (perpendicular) distance lis of P to the new front will be proportional to !1t, up to first order in !1t. The speed of the front at P is now defined to be the limit of the ratio lis /!1t as !1t tends to zero.
The speeds u and v need not have a fixed value throughout the moor. Both may depend for instance on the humidity of the peat, since this quantity determines the combustibility of the peat as well as the depth to which peat should be removed in order to create an effective obstacle for the fire. As humidity may vary with the location, the same holds for u and v. Also, when wind is present, the velocity of the front will depend on its orientation with respect to the direction of the wind. Although we will consider only situations where u and v have a fixed value, the results derived can serve in a worst-case analysis in an obvious way.
Since the object of containing the fire is to save peat-land from being burned, it is reasonable to suppose the area eventually burned to be small in comparison to the whole of the moor. Otherwise stated, application of a reasonable strategy for containing a fire implies that this fire will usually not reach the border of the moor. In the following we therefore assume the peat-moor to be arbitrarily large.
Dimensional analysis
By applying dimensional analysis we sh;ill now derive some results of a global nature, that is, not bearing on any specific strategy used to contain the fire. Whether a strategy exists at all to contain a fire depends, of course, solely on the spreading speed v of the fire, the digging speed u of the bulldozer and the time t during which the fire has already been burning.
Let us first consider the case that the fire is advancing in all directions with the same velocity v and that both v and u do not depend on position. Now let the function f be defined such that f (u, v, t) =1 if it is possible to contain the fire and f (u, v, t) = 0 otherwise. Then, considered as a physical quantity, f (u, v, t) is dimensionless and therefore must be a function of ulv only, this being the only way to compose a dimensionless quantity out of u, v and t. (For an introduction to dimensional analysis we refer to Ipsen (1960) and Sedov (1959». Hence, it is only the ratio ulv that determines whether a fire can be contained in some way or not, while the time elapsed already is immaterial. So, given this ratio, either we always are in time, or we never are.
When T is the least possible time needed to contain a fire and A is the least possible area that will ultimately be burned, then a similar reasoning shows that both TIt and AI(vt)2 depend on ulv only.
We can make the simple but rather abstract reasoning given above more intelligible by directly applying to our problem situation the scale transfonnations that are at the base of dimensional analysis. This we do by perfonning a little thought experiment. Suppose we have made a film showing in a bird's eye view the development of a fire, which has started at one point, and its subsequent enclosure by a bulldozer. Now we don't show this film in the nonnal way, but after the picture on the screen has been enlarged by a factor a, say, while at the same time the speed of the film projector has been reduced by the same factor. Then we see a fire spreading with the same speed as before and its enclosure by a bulldozer also digging at the original speed. However, the time that has elapsed between the beginning of the fire and the moment the bulldozer starts digging is a times as large as before. Since a can be chosen arbitrarily, the foregoing implies that it is only the speeds of fire and bulldozer that determine whether a fire can be enclosed or not, while the time that has elapsed already doesn't matter.
Another series of performances of the film, with only the projector speed affected by various factors a, will convince the spectator that it is not the speeds of fire and bulldozer themselves that matter; their ratio is decisive. Thus we arrive at the same conclusion as we did before by applying dimensional analysis.
When wind is present things are different Then the speed of the fire front at a point depends on the orientation of the front at that point with respect to the wind direction. This dependence in turn is detennined by the magnitude of the wind velocity. Despite this alteration, our film argument, showing the irrelevance of the time already elapsed, remains valid. For, by changing both picture scale and projector speed as before, we affect neither the velocities nor the orientations occuring in the film. So the relation between the velocity of the fire front and its orientation is preserved and corresponds to the same wind speed as before. It is only the elapsed time that has changed.
Our film, with wind present, also shows that fire fronts occuning at different times have the same shape. For consider some fire front, say, just for definiteness, the one existing at the moment the bulldozer starts digging. In the various performances of our film this front occurs dilated, with respect to the starting point of the fire, by a factor a and at a time, counted from the beginning of the fire, that is a times as large as well. So the fronts of a fire that started at a point 0 at time 0, observed at two times, differ by a dilatation with respect to 0 with a factor equal to the ratio of the times at which these fronts occur.
This result may seem more trivial than it is. The simple argument, that a fire that starts in a point o has some definite spreading velocity in each direction from 0, is not sound, because the development of the fire at any point of its front does not depend on the direction in which 0 lies as seen from that point, but only on the conditions in the direct vicinity of the point in question. Also note, that the velocity in a certain direction of a fire front is not well definable, because the points of a front cannot be considered as physical objects with a definite identity and having a certain velocity.
The reader may use the shape invariance of the fronts of a fire that has started in one point to prove, that the possibility to contain a fire depends on uN only, whatever the history of the fire may be. So, even when e.g. the fire has been purposely lit by a fireraiser at more than one point, it still is only ulv that matters.
At times dimensional analysis can be somewhat deceptive and arguments like those given before should be used with care. Consider, for instance, once more, the situation where wind is present. Then, as has been seen before, the speed v of the fire front depends on the speed w of the wind and the angle 9 between the wind direction and the fire front. Dimensional analysis would restrict this relationship to the form v =wg (9), where g is some (non-negative-valued) function. This, however, is evidently wrong; just take w =O.
The error in the argument is, that wand 9 do not determine v directly, i.e. in a causal way. Rather, together with physical constants and quantities characterizing the peat, they determine the burning process. The progress of this process in turn results in a certain speed v of the fire front. So it is not only w and 9 that determine v. Our previous result, that only ulv does matter in the windless case, does not suffer from this error, for it is indeed the velocities u and v and the time t themselves that determine directly whether a fire can be contained or not and the physics governing the burning of peat is not relevant to this. Note, that also the distorted size of bulldozer and peat structure shown in the film is of no relevance and can therefore be ignored, as has tacitly been done.
Finally, two remarks on the methods used so far are in order. First we remark that direct application of scale transformations is often superior to dimensional analysis per se. Suppose, for instance, that the bulldozer had a minimal turning radius r, say. Then this quantity could be combined with the velocities u and v, and with the time t to form a dimensionless quantity, e.g. rltu.
So, on the base of dimensional analysis alone, we no longer can conclude that it is solely ulv that determines whether a fire can be contained or not. However, by applying scale transformations it becomes evident immediately that the possibility to enclose a fire implies the possibility to enclose any bigger fire obtained by dilating the former one. So, to get rid of the restrictive turning radius, we merely have to let the fire grow big enough before attacking it.
Secondly, we remark that the reasoning based on the film performances can be easily formalized.
We only have to represent the process of containing a fire by a plane curve, standing for the track of the bulldozer, and a family of curves, representing the fire fronts at distinct instants of time.
The alterations of picture scale and projector speed used earlier then correspond to dilatations in the plane and changes of scale for the parameter labeling the family of curves.
The track
We now detennine the track of a bulldozer digging along a fire front. Consider fig. 1 , where the bulldozer is in P. The dotted curve represents the fire front at the moment considered and the fully drawn one is the track made so far by the bulldozer. Suppose that after a small time M the bulldozer is in P'. Then, up to first order in Ilr, we have PP' =ullr, where u is the (digging) speed of the bulldozer.
When P'Q is perpendicular to the front, then during the time Ilr the fire covers the distance QP' , so QP' = v Ilr, where v is the speed of the front at the point considered. Hence, for the angle 'I' between the track and the nonnal to the front we get
When the fire front moves with the same speed at each point, this implies that the track meets the fronts at a constant angle. When, in addition, the fire has begun in one point, say 0, and has reached a point P unobstructed by the part of the track that has already been dug, then the front at 
This curve, the so-called equiangular spiral, has the property that a rotation of it around the origin is equivalent to a dilatation with respect to the origin. (Jacob Bernoulli is said to have been so channed by this property, that he arranged the curve to be engraved on his tombstone (cf. Coxeter (1969) , p. 125 and 133)).
Let us now consider a fire that has started in a point 0 and has grown already to a circle with radius R. Moreover, let a bulldozer start digging at a point A of this circle and follow the fire front in a counter clockwise direction (see figure 2 ).
Since the fire can spread freely in each direction from 0 until it is blocked by the track of the bulldozer, the part of the track from A to B is the equiangular spiral (1) with centre O. Here B is the point where the track meets the half line extending the line segment OA.
Beyond B things are different. Let C be the point where the track meets the tangent to the track at A (see figure 2). For each point P in the sector BAC, the point A is the point from which the fire has to go the shortest way to reach P. So the fire arrives at P when the fire from A arrives there. Hence, in the sector BAC the fire proceeds as if it were a fire that had started in A. Consequently, the part of the track between B and C is an equiangular spiral like (l) with centre A. Note that the track has a continuous tangent at B, meeting DB at an angle '1'.
Beyond C things become different once more. For any point P' beyond the line AC again A is the point of the original fire having the shortest route to P'. However, this shorstest route is no longer a straight line segment as was the case before, but a part of the track, say, AE followed by a line segment EP' tangent to the track at E. For all points P' of one and the same fire front the length of this shortest route to A must be the same. So, beyond the line AC the fire fronts are no longer circle segments but involutes of the track. See Coxeter p. 313 ff. for a short introduction to involutes. In our case a physical picture of the involutes arises as follows. Let F be a point of the track (see figure 2) and suppose a length of rope has been laid along the track from A to F, being fixed at A. When we unwind the rope, starting at F and keeping it taut, its end will trace out the fire front passing through F.
At each point D of the track beyond C the angle between the track and the front is '1', as before. Also, in D the front, being an involute of the track, is perpendicular to the tangent ED to the track and, consequently, the track meets this tangent at an angle '1'. Note that this implies that the tangent is continuous at C.
From the properties of the track mentioned above a differential equation for the track beyond C can be derived. But rather than studying the track itself we will focus attention at tangent segments like ED (see figure 2) , the lengths of which as a function of their orientation will provide all the information we need.
Looking back now for a moment to the parts AB and BC of the track, we note that things are not realy different there. For the circular fire fronts meeting the track between A and B may be considered involutes of a curve degenerated to the point 0, while those meeting the track between B and C are involutes of a degenerate curve consisting of the point A.
The tangent segments
For each point D of the track let us define a point E as follows: when D lies between A and B then E is 0; when D lies between B and C then E is A; when D lies beyond C then E is the point of the track at which the tangent in forward direction, Le. the direction in which the bulldozer moves, meets the track first in D. The significance of the segments ED stems from the following observations. The bulldozer will succeed in enclosing the fire iff the track meets itself, that is iff the length of the segment ED becomes zero eventually. If so, the area ultimately burned will be exactly the area swept through by the segments ED. Also, as we shall see, the length of the track and, hence, the time needed to enclose the fire bears a simple relationship to these segments.
When D moves along the track, starting in A, the segment ED rotates in positive sense in figure 2 and its orientation can be characterized by the angle e it makes with the line segment OA. We choose eto depend continuously on D and therefore have to allow values exceeding 21t. Note that the segment AC has orientation 21t + '1', while this is 41t + 'I' for the segment tangent at B.
Let us take the angle e as an independent variable. For each e let E (8) D (8) be the segment with orientation e and let O'(e) be its length. The function 0' is continuous. except at 21t where it has a decrement R (see figure 2) . Moreover. for 8 > 21t + 'l'. let p(8) be the radius of curvature of the track at E (e). The function p is not defined in 41t + 'l'. for the radius of curvature of the track is t:l0t defined at the point B. where two equiangular spirals meet.
We shall now derive a differential equation for 0'. To this end consider two neighbouring segments ED and E* D* with orientation. say. e and e +~8 respectively (see figure 3) . We suppose e> 21t + 'l' and~e > O. so E and E* belong to the track. Recall that these segments are tangent to the track in E and E* and meet the track at an angle 'l' in D and D* respectively. Now. up to first order in~e. we have for the increment of 0'(8)
where ED denotes the length of the segment ED etc. Divide by~e and let~e go to zero to get
where 0" denotes the derivative of 0'.
Equality (2) holds for e > 21t + 'l'. except for e = 41t + 'l'. where p is not defined.
Returning to figure 3 we observe that the orientations of the tangents to the track in E (8) and D 
The reasoning leading to (3) applies also when E and E* happen to coincide. Le. when 9~21t + '1', except for 9 = 21t, where 0' is not defined.
From (2) and (3) we deduce cf(9) = 0'(9) cot 'I' -0'(8 -21t -'l') / sin 'l' (9 > 21t + 'l'. e *" 41t + '1') .
Also from equation (1) for the equiangular spiral we get
Recall that 0' is continuous at 41t + '1'.
As has been remarked earlier the fire will be enclosed eventually when the length of the segment becomes zero. Le. when 0' has a zero on (0, 00). Then the burned area will be the area swept through by the segment. Now figure 3 shows that the area of EDD* E* equals t 0'(8)2~8. up to first order in~9, and this still holds when E and E* coincide. So the burned area is Thenfis continuous on [1,00), while it is differentiable on (1, 00), except at 1 + y. Moreover, 
as follows from (4) and (5).
Equation (8) Hale (1977) and Bellman & Cooke (1963) . Note that each solution of (8) that is continuous at 1 is completely determined on [0,00) by its restriction to [0, 1].
As to the existence of zeroes of solutions of (8) we have the general result (see Winston (1970) , Theorem 4.1) that when a> e-1 , then each solution of (8) has a zero on (1,00), whatever its restriction to [0, 1] . However, for a::;; e-1 the existence of a zero depends on that restriction. Some results are known for the latter case (see Winston (1970) Theorem 3.4) but apparently no one applying to our special case (9). It is, however, not difficult to prove that in this case no zeroes exist. For completeness we shall prove for solutions f of (8), (9) that fhas no zeroes if and only if a::;; e-1 • The only -ifpan of our proof is an adaption of the proof given in Ladas (1983) .
We first suppose thatf >°on [0, 00) and shall prove that a::;; e-1 . Since I +Y< 2, it follows from (8) that f is differentiable and decreasing on (2, 00). So, for x E (3, 00), by the mean value theorem there is a 1; E (0, 1) such that ·8- 2 2  2 2  2  2  2 and, in the same way,
Now let F (x) := -log I (x) (x~0). Then, for x E (3,00),
P'(x)=-/(x)ll(x)=a/(x-l)ll(x)S 4/a
by (10). So F' is bounded from above on (3,00). On the other hand F'~0 on (3,00), because lis decreasing there. These bounds on F' imply that A.:= liminf F' (x) is finite. By the mean value
x-+ oo theorem again we get
for some function~: (3, 00)~(0, I).
Since the exponential function is increasing and continuous the foregoing implies For the second part of the proof we suppose that 0 < as e-1 and shall prove that I > 0 on (1, 00).
To this end we first note that I can be written in the fonn
where g is the continuous function on [0, 00) defined by
and
Also let G (x) := -log g (x) for each x E [0, 00) for which g (x) > O. We first show that g > 0 and G' < Ion (1, 00). We argue by contradiction. Let A := {x E (1,00) I g (x) > 0 and G' < I} , and suppose that A :I: (1, 00). In addition, let y := inf {x E (1,00) I x~A} .
For each x E (1,2), by (13), (14) and the fact that 0 < as e-1 , we have for some~E (y -1, y). So yEA.
Finnally we note that, due to the continuity of g, the inequality g > 0 holds not only at y, but even on a neighbourhood of y. So G is defined on this neighbourhood and, since G' is continuous, the inequality G' < 1 also holds on some neighbourhood of y. So, some neighbourhood of y is contained in A. This, however, contradicts the choice of y and this contradiction shows that g > 0 and G' < 1 on (1, 00).
To complete the proof that f > 0 on (1, 00) we note that, because of (12), (7), and G' < 1, for each
for some~E (0, I), and therefore f (x) > O.
The inequality a> e-1 , which guarantees the existence of a zero, can be modified to an equivalent inequality for the ratio ulv of the speed u of the bulldozer and the speed v of the fire front. From (7) we deduce
sm~sms o a is an increasing function of~. Since we also have vlu =cos~, one easily verifies that the inequality a > e-1 is equivalent to ulv > 2.614' ...
So we have proved the result stated in the introduction: a fire that is spreading with unifonn velocity v can be contained by simply digging along the fire front with speed u if and only if ulv > 2.614···.
Note that this does not imply that for u Iv below this value there is no strategy by which the fire can be enclosed. That there indeed may be one will be shown in section 8.
The number of turns
When the argument of the auxiliary function f, introduced in (6), increases by I, the argument of cr increases by 21t +'V' which means that more than one tum of the track is added to the number already made. So the smallest zero of f is a lower bound for the number of turns needed to enclose the fire. We shall show now that this number tends to infinity when a approaches its critical value e-1 from above.
By (12) we have, for x~I,
with g defined by (13) and (14). By induction on n one can prove that, for n E IN and
Now (15) and (16) imply that f (x), considered as a function of x, a,~and ' Y, is jointly continuous in these variables and therefore, by (7), jointly continuous in x and 'V.
Let n E IN. For a = e-1 we have f > 0 on [0, 00) and therefore on the compact interval [I, n] . So, for a sufficiently close to its critical value e-1 or, equivalently, for 'V sufficiently close to its corresponding criterical value we still have f> 0 on [1, n] , Le. the smallest zero of f is larger than n. Since n has been arbitrarily chosen, this proves the result.
Though this result may not come as a surprise, it seems rather peculiar that, however big the number of turns, the length of the last tum accounts for more than sixty percent of the length of the whole track. To see this consider figure 4, where we have depicted the situation just before the fire is enclosed. Here A is the initial point of the track, as before, and Z is the final (double) point of the track. Now, during the time the bulldozer covers the whole track, Le. the part AZ plus the last tum, the fire covers the part AZ of the track, this being the shortest path for the fire to reach Z from the outside. So the length of the last tum equals (u -v)/u times the length of the whole track. Since u/v > 2.61 ... , this is at least a fraction 0.61 ....
Two other strategies
One may doubt whether the strategy considered so far is optimal in the sense that it encloses the fire at the lowest possible speed ratio u/v. Although the fire is blocked right from the beginning, the fact that the fire is not captured in one tum, but has to be chased after during some time suggests a possibility for improvement. Let us therefore try the following (see figure 5 ). We start digging at some point X not lying on the fire front until we meet the fire at, say, A. Then we dig along the fire front until we return in X, thereby enclosing the fire. Of course, X has to be chosen such that we do indeed return to it
When we suppose the fire to have started in a point 0, the track will consist of a curve XA and a part AX of an equiangular spiral with centre 0, as given by (1) . Now, during the time the bulldozer digs the curve XA, the fire covers part of the distance OA, so the length of the curve XA is less than u/v times the distance OA.
Now consider the equiangular spiral with centre 0 of which AX is a part and let A' be the point at which the tangent in backward direction meets the spiral in X first. When A precedes A', as A 1 in figure 5 , then we could equally well enclose the fire by digging the line segment XA' followed by the part A'X of the spiral because then we take a shorter route from X to A' and therefore arrive in A' before the fire does. Since, also, XA' is tangent to the spiral, the bulldozer will not meet the fire between X and A'. When, on the other hand, A succeeds A', as A z in figure 5 , then we can replace the curve XA by the line segment XA' followed by part A 'A of the spiral and apply a simi1ar reasoning. Although the new track XA'X may be wider than needed to enclose the fire, the foregoing shows that we can restrict our attention to tracks consisting of a spiral and a tangent segment.
We shall now determine the lowest possible speed ratio ulv of bulldozer and fire for which such an enclosure in one tum is possible. Let the equation of the spiral be (see (1)) where (r, <1» are polar coordinates with origin 0, while (R, 0) are the coordinates of the tangent point A (see figure 6 ). Again the angle 'If, at which the tangent XA meets OA, is given by cos 'If =vlu.
As said before, the distance XA is less than ulv times the distance OA, so, in the limiting case XOA is a right angle, which gives the equation By the way, for the speed ratio ulv =3.77 the strategy of the previous sections will contain the fire in less than two turns, for it is easily deduced from (15) and (16) that f (2) < 0, Le. that the smallest zero of fis smaller than 2.
We conclude this section with the construction of a strategy that does admit speed ratios smaller than 2.61. To this end, suppose for a moment that two bulldozers start digging at a point A of a circular fire front in different directions with speed Uo each, where Uo > v. Then the track of each bulldozer is a part AB of an equiangular spiral (see figure 7) . We shall use this auxiliary track for the enclosure of the fire by a single bulldozer with digging speed u.
The idea is to let this bulldozer play the role of each of the two bulldozers in tum, alternately digging parts AA 1, AA z, A 1A 3, A zA 4 etc. of the two halves of the track. Of course, this cannot be done quickly enough, for however fast we dig the part AA 1 and return to A, the fire will have crossed the part AA z . Still this strategy may be suitable to contain a fire that is somewhat smaller than the given one or, equivalently, that lags a certain time 't, say, behind the given one. Then, by scaling up everything by a suitable dilatation afterward, we get a strategy for enclosing a fire with the original size.
A choice of the points A I, A z etc. now could be as follows. We choose A 1 such that, after digging AA 1 and returning to A, we arrive at A at the same time the fire arrives there. Then Az is chosen such that after digging AA z and returning to A 1 we arrive there simultaneously with the fire. In general, for each n, An is chosen such that we shall be back just in time at An-I.
We now detennine the speed of the bulldozer for which such a choice of the points An is possible and results in an enclosure of the fire. Let u be the digging speed of the bulldozer and u I its speed when it is not digging. Note that, due to the definition of the track, the fire front advances along both halves of the track with velocity uo, being the digging speed of the auxiliary bulldozers.
For each n E IN, let an be the distance AA n measured along the track. Then the choice of the points An as described before gives the recurrence equations where ao = 0 by definition.
The solution of (17) is
where Xl and X2 are the solutions of (u-I +ui I )x 2 +(ui I -uoI)x+(UO I -u-I)=O .
(17)
For an eventual enclosure of the fire it is sufficient that (an) is an increasing and unbounded sequence, which in tum is implied by the condition Xl > X2 > 1. From (18) When UI~31u, the right hand side of (19) is smaller than 2.61.., our old limiting speed ratio. Since the only restriction on Uo is that it must be larger than the speed v of the fire, we conclude that our last strategy admits ratios ulv smaller than 2.61, provided that u I~31u.
Note that the procedure employed to replace the two bulldozers by one is independent of the shape of the track and it is therefore applicable also when e.g. wind is present
Optimality of strategies
When the ratio u Iv of the speeds of bulldozer and fire is such that enclosure of the fire is possible, one would like to use the strategy that is optimal in some sense. Among the possible notions of optimality two emerge as quite natural, namely, to contain a fire in the least possible time or to enclose it such that the burned area is minimal. One may be inclined to think that these two notions are equivalent: "the quicker the fire is stopped, the less peat will be burned!" If so, the proof is nontrivial, because the equivalence does not hold for the class of strategies, considered in the previous section, by which a fire is enclosed by a track consisting of a curve XA followed by a part AX of an equiangular spiral (see figure 5 ). For such a strategy to be time optimal, the curve XA must be a straight line segment, otherwise the strategy can be improved by straightening (part of) the curve XA, this giving a shorter track and, hence, a shorter time.
When, on the other hand, XA is straight, then the burned area is not minimal, since the strategy can be improved in the following way. First we replace the line segment XA, or part of it, by a circle segment with a large radius p, say (see fig. 8 ). Then the area enclosed by the track decreases by a small amount /10, which is equal to the area between the line segment and the circle segment. Also, the length of the track increases by a certain amount !:iL, and one easily computes that, for large p, we have approximately f10 ::: 2p!:iL .
Now, due to the increased length of the part XA of the track the bulldozer will be too late at A to meet the fire there, since the fire will have advanced already a distance v&/u beyond A. In order to restore A as the meeting point we have to reduce the radius R of the initial fire by this distance or, equivalently, dilate the track by a factor (1-v!:iL/uRr 1 • As a result of this, the burned area 0 will be multiplied by the square of this factor and, hence, increase by an amount approximately equal to 2(v&/uR)O. Because of (20) this increment of the burned area is smalller than the decrement f10, provided p has been chosen large enough. So, we have improved the given strategy. . . 
